Fixing instructions for Tackyback Transfers

1. Remove the release paper
2. Locate transfer & squeegee firmly in position to remove air pockets
3. Thoroughly soak the transfer paper with water
4. Carefully remove the paper from the transfer
5. It is essential to wash the transfer thoroughly with clean water to remove surplus gum
6. The transfers can be put into service immediately but since any adhesive requires several days to achieve maximum bond we would not recommend pressure washing etc for at least 3 days. When cleaning with a pressure washer as with any self-adhesive product the nozzle should be kept a minimum of 600mm from the transfer.

NB The water must have completely penetrated the paper before removal is attempted, re-wet if necessary. If sufficient time is allowed the transfer paper will slide sideways with very little effort, indicating the paper is ready for removal.

Item 5 is essential!

For large transfers, a partial removal of the release paper, locating the transfer along one edge may prove easier.